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A Creature of Moonlight 2014 marni a young flower seller who has been living in exile must choose
between claiming her birthright as princess of a realm whose king wants her dead or a life with the
father she has never known a wild dragon
The Wolf in the Moonlight - A Fine Selection of Classic Tales of Wolves and Were-Wolves (Cryptofiction
Classics - Weird Tales of Strange Creatures) 2015-02-16 these early works by various authors were
written between the middle ages and the early 20th century and we are now republishing them with a brand
new introduction as part of our cryptofiction classics series the wolf in the moonlight contains a
collection of short stories about the charismatic creature the wolf and includes the white wolf of the
hartz mountains by frederick marryat 1839 the wolf by guy de maupassant 1882 olalla by by robert louis
stevenson 1885 and many more homo sapiens and canis lupus have a long and chequered history together
amongst early agricultural societies the wolf was widely feared for its tendency to devastate supplies
of livestock this fear was passed down through the generations codified in countless legends and
folktales so that by the early middle ages as academic and wolf expert beryl rowland puts it the wolf
was established as the universal baleful symbol the cryptofiction classics series contains a collection
of wonderful stories from some of the greatest authors in the genre including ambrose bierce arthur
conan doyle robert louis stevenson and jack london from its roots in cryptozoology this genre features
bizarre fantastical and often terrifying tales of mythical and legendary creatures whether it be giant
spiders werewolves lake monsters or dinosaurs the cryptofiction classics series offers a fantastic
introduction to the world of weird creatures in fiction
Mothman in the Moonlight 2021 in their small minnesota town eleven year olds frankie and her best friend
ruby try to track down the mothman but can they handle the terrifying truth when they finally come face
to face with the monster in the moonlight
Moonlight Animals 2011-08-30 do you know what happens in the forest after dark now you can with a touch
of the magic flashlight that reveals hidden creatures each spread appears to be dark but once the
flashlight is pointed brilliant wildlife illustrations magically illuminate readers of all ages will be
amazed by this innovative paper technology and no batteries are necessary every spread features a
different nocturnal animal and it s the reader s job to locate the hidden images to top it off each page
has an did you know section filled with amazing facts about nighttime creatures
Moonlight 2015-10-01 eclipse is a beautiful young woman living in an old world her father is the
protector of the land keeping the people safe from mandarin and likman the creatures who today are
called vampires and werewolves eclipse falls in love with a man named jonas but she soon discovers he is
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a werewolf she decides to have him turn her into a werewolf too so they can always be together one day
they are attacked by mandarins and jonas dies eclipse discovers she is pregnant with a child one
foretold in a prophecy she names her child moonlight in the hope he can bring an end to the mandarin and
likman thus begins a terrible war between humans mandarin and likman which spans the centuries up to our
present day moonlight is a supernatural page turner that weaves action romance and horror into every
page you will be spellbound first time novelist kevin hiner lives with his wife and children in denver
and in vernal utah where he runs a trucking business he is inspired by the writing of steven king and
wes craven
Moonlight 2010-05 three books about the strange creatures that stalk the residents of fear street
haunted there s a ghost in melissa s room a ghost who wants revenge for his death bad moonlight danielle
knows something is out there lurking in the moonlight something savage and hungry and trapped there s a
strange creature living in the tunnels under shadyside high it s dark evil and definitely not human
Creatures of the Night 1998-10-01 a young boy and his dog sneak out at night and take a walk through a
moonlit forest but as creatures of shadows appear it becomes clear that more is happening than a simple
stroll
Beyond The Moonlight 2024-05-21 this book consists of the following stories tiffany the fearless pony
shaggy the lost furry milo the sheep
A Journey in Moonlight 2001-01-01 what to do when the creature that saved you from impending death is
the beast you re hunting down belle lives a sheltered life until her father is killed by the creatures
hiding in the neighboring forest struck by pain she wants revenge and the only way to achieve it is to
join the hunters however the hunters are an elite squad that doesn t allow women to enlist using their
captain s love interest in her belle agrees to let him court her if he trains her to be the first
huntress of their kingdom alpha drake and his pack have been hiding in the black forest to protect a
powerful relic they are shapeshifters and guardians yet the humans of the neighboring kingdom believe
they are nothing more than beasts who prey on the humans and kill for sport two worlds collide when
belle s first mission goes terribly wrong not only she s captured by the beast she s hunting but she s
also turned into one of them when the werewolves leader refuses to let her leave belle needs to gather
all her courage and wits to defy him and return to her mother and the safety of her kingdom the sexy
alpha has other plans keep her safe from the real danger and convince her to be his luna stuck in his
house will she be able to resist him journey into the steampunk world of magic humans and shifters love
and duty and a tale as old as time with a twist that will leave you craving for more hunting the beast
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is a standalone novel inside the fairy tales with a bite universe if you love a feisty heroine and a
swoon worthy werewolf alpha then this fairy tale retelling of the beauty and the beast won t disappoint
you
Moonlight 2021-04-23 look out there are all kinds of creatures about at night their eyes flash back at
you in the moonlight and their glow lights up the trees wait until after sunset to discover the
extraordinary animals of the dark
Life of the Fanciful Creatures 2002 a girl s dark destiny could cause the unraveling of the world in
this shattering and transcendent kirkus reviews starred review novel from the author of a creature of
moonlight heed this warning mortal stay far away from the three sister fates for if they come to love
you they might bring about the end of the world chloe is the youngest hers are the fingers that choose
the wool that shape the thread that begin it the sun smiles upon her men love her without knowing who
she is she has lived forever and will live forever more she and her sisters have been on their isolated
greek island for longer than any mortal can remember they spin measure and slice the countless golden
threads of human life they are the three fates and they have stayed separate for good reason it is
dangerous for them to become involved with the humans whose lives they shape so when a beautiful girl
named aglaia shows up on their doorstep chloe tries to make sure her sisters don t become attached but
in seeking to protect them chloe discovers the dark power of aglaia s destiny as her path unwinds the
three fates find themselves pulled inextricably along toward mortal pain and mortal love and a fate that
could unravel the world
Garlands of Moonlight 2021-03-05 two unheard of until now fantastically strange and fierce creatures the
meelygrat and the scalycat meet at the moonlight ball a place where many creatures go to drink and dine
two entirely different beings with seemingly nothing in common what will be the outcome of this strange
and surprising encounter how will their unexpected rendezvous end and can you also solve the riddle at
the end of this poetic tale
Moonlight Beauty 2014-11 the doors of gloomy gothic mansion direspire hall creak open just once a year
and finally it is seren s chance to enter and discover what treasures lie within the mysterious owner
the collector has a menagerie of magical animals and chooses seren to be his new creature keeper it s
the most exciting thing that s ever happened to her the role of her wildest dreams but the animals
including the elephant like tusker mika who fast becomes seren s friend live in cramped cages and are
mistreated stifled and sad can seren set them free or will the collector keep them locked away for ever
Creatures of the Night 2015-09-01 the ocean is a world of unending fascination which countless creatures
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call home and where the boundaries of reality blur into the realm of fantasy through the pages of
oceanic wonders interesting tales of sea creatures readers will embark on a journey to explore this
captivating realm and discover the magic that resides within the heart of the ocean i hope that this
collection of tales will not only entertain and delight but also ignite a spark of curiosity and
reverence for the natural world the oceans with their depths and mysteries remain one of the greatest
frontiers left to explore a vast and enchanting canvas upon which the imagination can run wild
The Shadow Behind the Stars 2017-06-20 the moonlight magic club are in for a wild ride in their next
adventure foxglove is a smart independent teen witch whose animal familiar is a sassy talking cat she
makes up exactly one quarter of the moonlight magic club alongside naive scarlett impulsive pandora and
perfectionistic maya under the guidance of their mentor aunt sandy the members of the club are earning
their witchcraft badges they use their magic to help other people through secret acts of kindness and
are working on solving the unexplained mysteries of their home moonlight valley in this adventure when
the moonlight magic club accidentally bring home a stowaway creature from an enchanted realm things take
a chaotic turn everybody s magic is playing up can our favorite witches resist casting any spells until
things are put right too late foxglove s magic has misfired and now pandora and maya find themselves in
each other s bodies how can foxglove put things right this is the third book in the moonlight magic club
series a warm hearted and empowering fantasy series following four witchy friends and their outrageous
adventures showcasing the wonderful artwork of luna valentine this book is perfect for children aged 7
The Meelygrat the Scalycat and the Moonlight Ball 2020-11-05 when the daylight ends and the moonlight
sun rises one tiny creature is ready to boogie join a mouse and his animal friends as they dance and
play in this cuddly story written with love by a mother and son duo
The Creature Keeper 2024-01-04 three books about the strange creatures that stalk the residents of fear
street haunted there s a ghost in melissa s room a ghost who wants revenge for his death bad moonlight
danielle knows something is out there lurking in the moonlight something savage and hungry and trapped
there s a strange creature living in the tunnels under shadyside high it s dark evil and definitely not
human
A Wink of Moonlight 2024-02-01 shadows in the moonlight is one of the original short stories starring
the fictional sword and sorcery hero conan the cimmerian written by american author robert e howard and
first published in weird tales magazine in april 1934 howard originally named his story iron shadows in
the moon it is set in the pseudo historical hyborian age and concerns conan escaping to a remote island
in the vilayet sea where he encounters the red brotherhood a skulking creature and mysterious iron
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statues
Tales of Enchanting Sea Creatures 2019-03-29 when denis o connor rescues a three week old kitten from
certain death during a snowstorm little does he know how this tiny creature will change his life forever
against all odds the kitten who he names toby jug survives and forms an unusually strong bond with his
rescuer set against the rural splendour of northumberland paw tracks in the moonlight charmingly
chronicles the adventures of one man and his maine coone cat from an invasion of bees at owl cottage to
the case of the disappearing tomatoes life with toby jug who believes himself to be human is never dull
nevertheless it is only when denis and toby jug embark on a summer camping trip on horseback in the
cheviot hills that a new world opens up for them both
Moonlight Magic Club: Foxglove's Magical Mix-Up 1998 what to do when the creature that saved you from
impending death is the beast you re hunting down belle lives a sheltered life until her father is killed
by the creatures hiding in the neighboring forest struck by pain she wants revenge and the only way to
achieve it is to join the hunters however the hunters are an elite squad that doesn t allow women to
enlist using their captain s love interest in her belle agrees to let him court her if he trains her to
be the first huntress of their kingdom alpha drake and his pack have been hiding in the black forest to
protect a powerful relic they are shapeshifters and guardians yet the humans of the neighboring kingdom
believe they are nothing more than beasts who prey on the humans and kill for sport two worlds collide
when belle s first mission goes terribly wrong not only she s captured by the beast she s hunting but
she s also turned into one of them when the werewolves leader refuses to let her leave belle needs to
gather all her courage and wits to defy him and return to her mother and the safety of her kingdom the
sexy alpha has other plans keep her safe from the real danger and convince her to be his luna stuck in
his house will she be able to resist him journey into the steampunk world of magic humans and shifters
love and duty and a tale as old as time with a twist that will leave you craving for more hunting the
beast is a standalone novel inside the fairy tales with a bite universe if you love a feisty heroine and
a swoon worthy werewolf alpha then this fairy tale retelling of the beauty and the beast won t
disappoint you
The Moonlight Dancer 2021-11 this is a collection of short stories within the romance and fantasy genre
some of them are of an adult nature and therefore nor suitable for children the first tells of a village
with a huge problem and how it is solved the next is about two warriors who finds a mystery when they
are sent to investigate a seemingly simple case the last five stories are adult in nature the first is a
story of an attempt to play matchmaker for a very lonesome ogre and it includes a certain blue medicin
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and a dirty trick the next tells of how a warrior saves a noble lady and how she rewards his effort in a
rather intimate way an abused girl forced to work as a prostitute prays for someone to save her and her
prayer is answered in a very unexpected way a spell is cast upon the chief of an elven tribe and she has
to face her fear and allow herself the pleasures and the love she has feared a long time a woman living
near a river goes for a bath but discovers that her pond has a very unexpected guest
Creatures of the Night 2011-08-04 a dark city with darker secrets a handsome billionaire who hides his
true face one innocent woman thrust into one giant mess of a paranormal world one fateful encounter with
a beast of legend pushes gwen rogers into the realm of myths and magic she s captured by a man obsessed
with the creatures of that world her new world now she must find a way to free herself from both his
clutches and the curse that threatens to take everything away from her
Shadows in the Moonlight 2020-12-26 is it science or strange and ghostly there s something very odd
about mr maan the scientist who is helping teach asim s class about the moon he spends a lot of time
staring up at the night sky sometimes he almost seems to glow asim is sure mr maan is a supernatural
being straight out of guyanese folklore and the whole town is in danger his friend rokshar thinks there
s a scientific explanation for everything mr maan does but she agrees that he s up to no good can asim
and his friends find a way to stop mr maan s sinister plans find out if you dare it s a new spooky
series based on ghost stories from guyana
Paw Tracks in the Moonlight 2012-09-26 sujan can imitate the calls of all kinds of birds and animals
when he finds himself in the king s court and learns of a fearsome bird eating monster he decides to use
his skill to defeat the cruel creature and win the princess s heart in another story ratan is cursed by
a sage and is turned into an ogre but his sweet song saves him from a terrible fate in gangaram s lucky
stone a beautiful rainbow coloured stone rescues gangaram from all kinds of disasters and even brings
him a treasure but what happens when he gives it away and in the magic moonlight flower a young boy goes
in search of the flower that will save his father s life but on the way he will need to fight a cruel
king rescue a prince and slay a nasty serpent funny exciting and full of strange and wonderful humans
and supernatural creatures the magic moonlight flower and other enchanting stories is a delightful
collection of stories by a master of children s writing in india
Moonlight Beauty 2015 what happens in the ocean after dark use the magic flashlights on every page to
reveal the hidden creatures in the ocean s depths each spread appears to be dark but point the
flashlight and watch brilliant aquatic life illustrations magically illuminate readers of all ages will
be amazed by this innovative paper technology no batteries necessary every spread features a different
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underwater animal but it s the reader s job to locate the hidden creatures perfect for curious older
readers each page has a did you know section filled with amazing facts about ocean creatures and their
habits
Tales of mist and moonlight 2022-08-30 the oceans have always been a source of fascination for humanity
they cover over 70 of our planet s surface yet they remain largely unexplored holding untold stories and
hidden treasures from ancient myths and legends to modern day fantasies the oceans have inspired
countless tales of adventure romance and intrigue
Moonlight (By My Light, Book One) (Werewolf Shifter Romance) 1993 what do you do when strange things
happen around you the midnight children trilogy is a series of dark fantasy novels for children age 8 13
combining asian mythology and gothic elements the characters ten year old min and twelve year old zak
are the main protagonists in the midnight children the moonlight lands zak by helping a ghostly girl at
the hospital brings his mother out of a coma in the meantime min is now uncle obb s prisoner in the
moonlight lands he has also become king of the oily creatures and wants to eat her zak and her father
because of their inherent magic king obb leads his army across the desert to attack the rising an army
of mostly children who are rebelling against the oily creatures the rising s man horses raid king obb s
camp and min is rescued meanwhile king obb sends ragdoo his lord chancellor to kidnap zak ragdoo betrays
king obb by taking zak to the moonlight lands to defeat king obb king obb s army of oily creatures
attack the rising who are hopelessly outnumbered just as min and her father are about to be beheaded zak
appears and using their combined magic they turn the tide of the bloody battle publisher s description
Spooky Sleuths #2: Beware the Moonlight! 2014 everywhere across the land across the waters too some very
sleepy creatures are waiting just for you join owl on a magical dreamlike flight over land and sea where
sleepy creatures are waiting to wish you a gentle goodnight
Moonlight, Madness and Magic 2012-04-03 how to draw magical monstrous mythological creatures is for
artistic tweens who dream about the magical mystical and darker side of things one part nightmare one
part imagination and one part legend the creatures featured in this book are the ultimate bad guys the
subjects of myths and tales told for thousands of years while other people may not believe in vampires
elves or werewolves there s just something about these strange creatures that rings true starting with
an introduction to various drawing tools and techniques the goth inspired title in the walter foster
studio series will have enthusiastic artists learning to draw their favorite creatures and beasts across
three categories magical characters mythological creatures monsters join renowned illustrator and
designer bob berry as he guides you through an illustrated labyrinth of monstrous magical and
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mythological characters along the way you ll learn to draw everything you see from a fire breathing
treasure guarding dragon to a scythe gripping grim reaper snake haired medusa and mystical sorceress
aspiring fantasy artists will find inspiration on every page additionally character history folklore
legends fun facts and trivia driven sidebars add to this fantastic experience
The Magic Moonlight Flower and Other Enchanting Stories 2024-01-04 describes some of the various kinds
of animals that are active at night in simple text and illustrations
Moonlight Ocean 2021-03-15 brings these fabled creatures out of the storybooks and into real life
stories of the merfolk especially mermaids exist in nearly every culture that ever sailed the oceans or
large rivers humanlike except for their iridescent scaly tails mermaids and mermen have fascinated
humans for thousands of years because the largest of these beings exist in the oceans most people are
not aware that smaller versions of the merfolk live in inland rivers streams marshes and waterfalls like
many other magical beings the merfolk travel easily between this world and the astral planes appearing
only to those who truly seek to know them and learn their ancient powers magickal mermaids and water
creatures bring these fabled creatures out of the storybooks and into real life through the studies of d
j conway within the pages you will learn the secret powers of mermaids and mermen different water
creatures and where you can find them how to entice water folk for friendship and health how to avoid
dangerous water folk this book was originally published in 2008 it is republished here with a new cover
and a new foreword by skye alexander
Stories Echoing the Secrets of Oceans 2021-11 a cursed ring a forgotten grave a magical enemy can
annabella escape her family s fate annabella has done her best to put behind her all memories of her
childhood being raised as an unwanted ward in the gothic family mansion as the secretary to the
flamboyant errol duke of winchester she s seen the world and avoided her family s clutches but now she
must return to that elegantly decayed antebellum house on the historic battery in charleston south
carolina where the moonlight and magnolias atmosphere hides some deadly family secrets returning for the
wake of her aged relative henrietta who hasn t left her south of broad showplace for decades annabella
walks into the chilly embrace of her cousin beatrix and the woman s much too attractive new assistant
armand whose words of encouragement and warning keep arriving inexplicably in her mind in just a few
hours the house reclaims her she finds herself waking up in her deceased relative s bed and clothes
henrietta s ring on an unremovable chain around her neck and even as she begins to realize that magic is
real and her friends and armand hope to save her with it it s starting to look as though the terrifying
mansion and its demonic secrets may never let her leave katherine gilbert author of the quirky urban
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fantasies protecting the dead and unearthly remains shows a more serious side in this chilling southern
gothic tale but not without a bit of quirk on a gilbert wackiness scale of 1 to 10 sarcastic talking
cats this one is about a 3 warning not all stories contain talking cats wackiness may take other forms
The Midnight Children: the Moonlight World 2011-07-01 vampires and werewolves have existed alongside
humans since antiquity or at least the tales of them reawaken the fear the dread and the obsession with
the creatures of the night with this meticulously edited collection of the greatest horror classics of
all time vampires the vampyre john william polidori dracula bram stoker dracula s guest bram stoker
clarimonde théophile gautier carmilla sheridan le fanu vikram and the vampire sir richard francis burton
the vampire jan neruda varney the vampire or the feast of blood thomas peckettprest and james malcolm
rymer the vampire of croglin grange augustus hare the vampire maid hume nisbet the room in the tower e f
benson mrs amworth e f benson vampires and vampirism dudley wright werewolves the lay of the were wolf
marie de france the wolf leader alexandre dumas père wagner the wehr wolf george w m reynolds the
werewolf eugene field the man wolf Émileerckmann alexandrechatrian the mark of the beast rudyard kipling
the horror horn e f benson in the forest of villefére robert e howard wolfshead robert e howard werewolf
of the sahara gladys gordon trenery the werewolf howls clifford ball
Moonlight, Goodnight 2012-06-01 every night a moon shines down on the impossible city new york times
bestselling author seanan mcguire takes us back to the world of the award winning alchemical journeys
series in this action packed follow up to middlegame and seasonal fears all across the world people look
up at the moon and dream of gods gods of knowledge and wisdom gods of tides and longevity over time some
of these moon gods incarnated into the human world alongside the other manifest natural concepts their
job is to cross the sky above the impossible city the heart of all creation to keep it connected to
reality and someone is killing them there are so many of them that it s easy for a few disappearances to
slip through the cracks but they aren t limitless in the name of the moon the lunar divinities must
uncover the roots of the plot and thwart the true goal of those behind these attacks control of the
impossible city itself at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied
How to Draw Magical, Monstrous & Mythological Creatures 2019-12-01
Night of the Moonlight Critters 2019-08-09
Magickal Mermaids and Water Creatures 2023-11-15
Moonlight, Magnolias, and Magic 2024-06-04
Creatures of the Night (Boxed Set Edition)
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